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MEASUREMENTS OF AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF A 350 SV./EPrBACK NACA 65-009 A:rnFOIL MODEL 1vITH ~-CHORD 
PLAIN FLAP :BY THE NACA lUNG-FLOW METHOD 
:By Harold I. Johnson 
SUMMARY 
As part of a general investigation of the stability and control 
characteristics of various airfoil-flap combinations in the transonic 
speed ranGe J measurements '\-lere made by the NACA wing-floVT method of 
the lift ; pitching-moment, and hinge-moment charactertstics of a 
350 sw:eptback NACA 65 -009 airfoil of aspect ratio ' 3 .Ol~, i'lith a full-
I ' 
span 4-chord tlnsealed plain flap. The tests covered Mach numbers 
from 0.55 to 1.10, Reynolds numbers from about 500,000 to 1,300,000, 
'angles of attack from -2° to 15°, and flap deflections from about 
-20° to 200 • Some of the important results are given belm.,. 
The variations of lift and pitching moment "lith either angle 
of attack or flap deflection 'Here nearly rectilinear at all Mach 
numbers tested for moderate an31eB '0£ attack and flap deflections; 
similarl y ,. flap hinge moment increased almost rectilinearly ,-lith' 
flap deflection. The lift curve slope increaseQ slightly as the 
Mach number v~s increaseQ to 0.80 but r emained practically unchanged 
as the Mach number was increased from 0.80 to 1.10. The aerodynamiC 
center shifted reari'~rd steadily from 17 percent of the mean 
aerodynamic chord beloi-l a Mach number of 0.90 to 33 percent of the 
mean aerodynamic chord at a Mach number of 1.10. Flap effectiveness 
decreased 40 percent as the Mach number increased from 0.55 to 1.00. 
The flap effectiveness then remained constant to a Mach number of 1.10. 
The center of pressure due to flap deflection moved rearward with 
increasing Mach number from about 65 to 85 percent of the mean 
aerodynamic chord over the test Mach number range. At small to 
moderate angles of attack the f lap-floating tendency dCH/d~ i'~s 
zero at all Mach numbers; at l arge angles of attack the flap had a 
strong ne@9tive floatinG tendency that ,~s magnified by increasing 
Mach number. The flap-restoring tendency dCR/do approximately 
doubled in goinG from a Mach number of 0.55 to a Mach number of 1.05· 
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It was found that in the Mach number range from 0.65 to ,O.90 wherein 
comparable data, were obtai~d '''in~reasing the Reynolds number from 
roug.'I1.1y 600,000 to 1,200,000 ·caused small change s in the lift -curve 
slope and position of the aerodynamic center but no chen09s in the 
flap lift, pitching-moment, or hinge-moment characteristics. 
INTRODUCTION 
The NACA is conducting a number of invest i gat ions of the 
aerodynamic characteristics of small models in the transonic speed 
range by the Wing-flow method . One of these investigations is 
concerned with the measurement of the stability and control character-
istics of various general research a irfOi l -flap combinations. Brief 
measurements of this t Y'.J?e on an unswept model having the geometriC 
characteristi cs of the horizontal tail of a P-5lD airplane have been 
reported in reference 1. The 'present report covers more complete 
measurements of t he characteristj,cs of a sweptback research model. 
These tests represent the first of a series of measurements being 
made with general research models t o investi gate flap effectiveness 
and methods of balanCing control surfaces at tra..rlsonic speeds. 
The tests consisted of measurements of the lift , pitching moment, 
and hinge moment on a model of a 350 sweptback" aspect ratio = 3.04, ' 
untapered NACA 65 -009 airfoil with a full-span ~-chord unsealed plain 
flap. The tests were run for angles of attack from -20 to 150 and 
for flap ~~gles from about -200 to 200 t hrough a Mach number r ange 
from 0 ·55 to 1.10 . The Reynolds niunb'ers varied from about 500,000 
to 1,300 , 000 . In the Mach number range from 0 .65 to 0 .90, comparable 
data 1"ere obtained for 'Reynolds numbers 'of aPProximately 600,000 
and 1, 200,000 so that the effect of Reynolds number could be determined 
over this :range. 
SY1ViBOLS 
The symbols clefinecl in the f ollmving list ar e used in this repo~. 
M aver age Mach number ' over the model 
~~ airplane free-stream Mach number 
R Reynolds number 
qA airpl~ f ree -stream dynamic pre'saure 
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average dynamic pressure over model 
~- irplane lif~ airplane lift coefficient C]ASA 
model lift coefficient ~odel lift) 
" qS / 
d I . t h' t ffi' t ~.odel 12i tching momen~ mo e pl c lng-momen coe Clen -2 --~} 
qbc / 
(measured about axis 16-percent M.A .C. ahead of leading 
edge of M.A.C.) 
~'odel hinge momen~' model hinge-moment coefficient _ 2 qbfcf ' 
variation of model lift caefficient "lith angle .of attack, 
per degree 
variation of model lift coefficient with flap deflection, 
per degree 
variation of model pitching-moment coefficient with angle of 
attack, per degree 
variation of model pitching-moment coefficient with flap 
deflection} per degree 
variation of flap hinge -moment coefficient with model angle 
of attack, per degree 
3 
variation of flap hinge-moment coefficient with flap deflection, 
per degree " 
. GCL/d5j flap relative effectiveness dCL/da, 
,/ 
angle .of attack; angle between model chord plane and directian 
of relative wind 
flap deflection; angle between flap chord line and airfoil 
chord line measured in plane perpendicular to ' hinge line 
' sweepback angle 
~ taper ratio 
A aspect ratio 
b/2 model span normal to wind direction 
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model chord parallel t o wind direction 
model mean aer odynamic chord 
total area of model (cor:;:-e sponds to 1/2 the area of a complete 
wing) 
f l ap span along hinge line 
flap root -mean- s~uare chord perpendicular to hinge line 
flap chord par allel to wind direction 
airplane 1-ling area 
APPARATUS 
The airfoil model was mounted on the door of the ammunition 
compartment on ,t he upper surface 'of the r ight ,ving of a P-51D aj.rplane 
(fig . 1) . The contour of t he door had been modified to provide 
smaller ve l ocity gradients over the model and t o place the compression 
shock on the airplane 'Ifing at a position behi nd the model . Typical 
chordwise variations of l ocal velocitY ' in the re gi on of the model, 
as determi ned f r om static "'PreSS'L'lre measurements on the surface of 
the door with model removed . are shown in figure 2 . Some ' typical 
spanwise variations of local velocity over the model, as determined 
from static~pressure measurements made with the r ake shown in figure 3, 
are given in fi,gure ,4. For purposes of c'onverting measured forces 
and moments on the model into nondimensional coeffiCients, the local 
dynamic pressures corresponding to the local Mach numbers were 
averaged in both a chordwise arid a spanwise direction over the mode l 
area . In addi tion to the foregoing, some measurements were made of 
surface pressures along the span of t he airplane wing at t he model 
station. As mi ght be expected, these measurements showed a negli gible 
variation in velOCity near the wing surface with sp~Dwfse' distance 
along the airplane wing within the accuracy of the meastrremcnts . 
The airfoil model 1-laS machined from solid dural to the dimensions 
shown in figure 5. A thin circular end plate having a diamete~ equal 
to the mode l chord was fastened t o t he root of the model in order 
to s i mulate half -span test conditions . The end pl ate was solid 
except for a ~ -inCh-diameter hole through which the flap tang passed.. 
Also, there were t 'lVO sl.uall openings i n the wing surface underneath 
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the end plate through which the model tang and flap tang passed. 
These openings undoubtedly allowed some lealrage of flow around the 
root of the model but the effects of this leal~age are believed "to 
be very small. The flap gap of approx ima te ly 0.02 inch w'as left 
unsealed. 
The lift, pitching moment, and hinge moment w'ere measu.red by 
5 
a strain-gage balance and the flap deflection w'as measured by a 
slide -wire potentiometer. These quantit i es were recorded continuously 
by a r ecording galvanometer. The strain-gage balance was equipped 
with an air-driven motor that oscillated the flap continuously 
through a deflection range of approximately ±200 at a nearly uniform 
rate of l~ oscillations per second . In terms of relative flight 
speed these figures mean that the flap ,.,as deflected 1° while the 
model travelled 18 chord lengths for the Im.,est flight speed tested. 
From this standpoint it appears the effect of aerodynamic lag on the 
measurements should be negligible . 
The airfoil angle of attaok was measured ,.,i th respect to the 
angle of a freely floating rectangular vane with a wedge-shape cross 
section that was located 22~ inches outboard of the model station. 
(Refer to fi g. 1.) In a flight macle before the S\.,eptbaclc model was 
installed, an identical floating vane vTaS installed at the model 
station so that the direction of air f lm., at the model location ,.,as 
calibrated as a function of the position of the outboard vane. 
In addition to the foregoing instrumentation, standard NACA 
recording instruments ,.,ere used to determine the airspeed, al ti tude, 
normal and lateral acceleration of the airplane, and the free-air 
temperature. 
TESTS 
Flights were made with the model set at angles of -2° , 0°, 2°, 
5°, 8°, and 15° relative to the longitudinal axis of the airplane. 
In addition,a flight was made to determine only the lift of the model 
, when set at 220 from the longitudinal axis of the airplane. Each 
' flight consisted of t,w runs at different altitudes so that a large 
Mach number range could be covered for different Reynolds number 
range s . In the "high -di ve :" run the aj,rplane was dived from an al ti tude 
of 28,000 feet at an indicated airspeed of 220 miles per hour to 
an airplane Mach number of 0.73 at an altitude of 18,000 feet 
,.,hereupon a 4g pull-out was made . During this dive useable data 
were obtained for Mach numbers over the model ranging from 0.65 to 1.10. 
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In the· . "level -flight " run the · airplane was slowed down. gradually 
from 450 miles per hour to 300 miles per hour at 5,000 feet altitude 
following a dive and pull -out from about 12,000 feet altitude . From 
t his run data were obtained f or model Mach numbers varying from 0 ·90 
to 0 . 55 . The variation of Reynolds number with Mach number for the 
high-dive and l evel-f light runs is shown in figure 6 . 
ACCURACY 
The maj or variables presented herein are believed to be accurate 
within the f ol lowing absolute limits : 
Mach number . . . . . . 
Angle of attac~de gree . 
Flap angle, de gree . . . 
Lift coefficient 
Pitching-moment coefficient 
Hinge -moment coefficient 
±0 .01 
±O.2 
! O.3 
·±o.03 
t o .015 
±0 .015 
The accuracy of the l a st t hree of the f oregoing variables is 
a function of the· magni tude of t he forces anQ moments which in 
t urn ar e· a functi on of the dymunic pressure ; the figures given above 
are for the 10i-lest dynam:{c pressure used in the t .ests . At the highest 
dynamic pr essure 'tested, the accuracies should be f om' t imes -Detter 
t han those listed . About. half of the loss in accuracy was caused 
by gradual small shif.ts :Ln· instrument zeros during a run . The other 
half was caused by inabil .i ty of the .. recording galvanometer to produce 
a Wlique deflection from a given signal and by small r eading errors 
incurred during t he evaluati on of the data . In the case of me aslITing 
s lopes for data plotted against flap deflection, the accuracy should 
be better t han that corresponding to the foregoing because t he 
instrument zeros remained essential l y constant during any single 
f lap oscillation. 
PRESE:NTATIONOF :RESULTS 
Standard .N.A.CA conventi ·ons were used for the s igns and coefficie.nts 
used in presenting .. th~ data . The pitching moments i-Tere n18asured 
about an axis lQcated ·16 percent of the chord ahead .or the leading 
edge of the mean aerodynamic chord. 
An example of !3-. plot of typical or i ginal data ob-·t.ained frOID . the 
balance i s· shoWn in figure 7. It will be noted that ·the measurement 
of lift and pitching moment involved some hysteresiS . This time l ag 
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in recording the lift and pitching moment actually "amounted to 
: I. • ~ about 0.010 and 0 .014 second, respectively; the phenomenon was 
probably associated with the capabilities of the balance or the 
recording galvanometer to respond quickly to an impressed force or 
moment. In this connection, the balance was designed to have 
a maximum natural oscillation period under 0.020 second. As 
indicated by figure 7,the hysteresis was taken into account by 
measuring the lift and pitching moment for flap travel in both dir~ction8, 
and then establishing the correct curve laterally halfway between 
the two curves thus determined. This procedure involves the assumption 
simply that the time lag is "a constant. Near full flap travel the 
correct curve was deteymined only from the data for the flap 
approaching maximl~ deflection using the time lag determined from 
the data near zero flap deflection. As a result of the necessity 
for correcting for hysteresis it is possible that some error may 
be incurred where an abrupt change in slope of a curve occurs. As 
will be seen later, this possibility applied almost exclusively to 
the data for very large flap deflections . Because of the large 
number of test points and curves involved in determining the a i rfoil 
characteristics as a function of flap deflection,these curves are 
presented without showing the actual test points in the interests 
of clarity . 
Figures 8 to l3,inclusive,pre sent the measured lift, pitching-
moment, and hinge -moment characteristics as a function of flap 
deflection for the various angles of attack tested. Figures 14, 
15 , and 16 show the lift , "pitching-mament, and hinge -moment 
characteristics as a function of aJ)gle of attack for zero flap 
deflection. The data in figlU'es ll.~ to 16 were cross -plotted from 
figures 8 to ~3. FlgUJ.~e 17 is a summary plot of t he lift effectiveness 
of both the airfoil and the f lap as well as the r elative effectiveness 
of the flap, all plotted against Mach number. FiBure 18 is a summary 
plot showing the rate of change of measured pitching-moment coefficient 
wi th angle of attack and vli th flap deflection versus Mach number. 
Also included in figure 18 is the location of the center of pressure 
due to flap deflection and the location of the aerodynamic center 
relati ve to the mean aerodynamic chord. Figure 19 shows the variation 
wi th Mach number of the rate of change of hinge -moment coefficient 
i-lith flap deflection. All the slopes shown in figures 16 to 19 were 
taken "for either zero flap deflection or/and zero angle of attaCk; 
however, an inspection of the original data of figures 8 to 13 
indicates that these slopes usually apply to rather large ranges of 
flap angle or angle of attack. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
An inspection of figures 8 ru~d 9 reveals that, in general, the 
variation of lift ",i th flap deflection is almost r eetilinear over 
nearly the entire range of-flap deflection teste~ (t200) for 
angles of attack up to 50, regardless of Mach number. Also, the 
slopes of the curves through ze;ro flap deflection for a given Mach 
number are nearly the same for angles of attack up to 50. At ,· 
higher ru~glos of attack a definite change in slope of the lift 
versus flap -deflection c\U've occurs for conditions "There the flap 
is blaruceted by the fO~Nard portion of the airfoil . This change 
in slope is most pronounced at a Mach number of 0.95. It may .be 
noted that no data were obtained for an angle of attack of 150 
in the level-flight runs ab9ve a Mach number of 0.75. These tests 
were purposely omitted in order t o retain a reasonable strength 
margin against breaking the airfoil at the root. As it was, lift 
forces U:9 to 62 pounds I·Tere obtained on the model in a high-dive run 
at a Mach number of 1.10. This fact indicates it is possible .to 
obtain lift forces up to 700 pounds per s~uare foo t of area at 
20,000 feet altitude on an airfoil of the type tested at a Mach 
number of 1 .10. 
. . 
The pitching-moment curves, given in figl.U'es 10 and 11) show much 
the same trends as the lift curves because · of the far forward position 
of the reference axis (16 percent M.A.C . ahead of leading edge of 
M.A .C.). As in the case of the lift curves, the general shapes of .the 
pitching-moment curves . are largely unaffected by Mach numb~r for low 
angles of attack) and for high angles of attack the most pronounced 
nonrectilinearityoccurs near a Mach number of 0 .95. The pitching 
moment falls off a greater amount than the lift at large flap deflections; 
also) the nonlinearity in the pitching-moment c~rrves for ~oderate flap 
deflections when the flap is blaruceted by the airfoil (large angles 
of attack) is more pronounced. These characteristics indicate the 
center of pressure due to flap deflection moves fo~vard at large 
flap deflections. 
The variations ofhine;e -Tlloment coefficient with flap defle ction, 
shown in figures 12 and 13, are also seen to be nearly rectilinear 
particularly for angles of attack clcse to zero. As the angles of 
attack increase the hinge -moment curves for Mach numbers bet"Teen 0 .95 
and 1.10 become steellsr for a fev; de grees of flap deflection near zero 
flap angle. Aside from this , it may be noted the hinge -moment curves 
undergo a gradual increase in over - all steepness as the Mach number 
is increased . . 
The variation of lift with angle of attack at zero flap deflection 
(fi g. 14) was practically rectilinear for the first 10°, From 
figure 14(a) it can be seen that the changes in lift-curve slope in 
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the rectllinear range were very small oVO.r the en tire' range of MaGh 
number -cested. A.lthough no attenrpt .Tas made to establtsh accurately 
the maximum lift coefficient, fie;ure 1)+( a) indicates cleal'ly that the 
maxi mum lift coefficient increases sharply from a value of approxi-
mately 0.66 at M = 0.90 to value of about 0 . 91 at M = 1.05. Along 
wi th this large increase in maxi mum lift coefficient there w'as a 
corresponding large increase in the s talling angle of' atte.ck. 
The pitching morn.ent increased almost rectilinearly with angle 
of attack up to an angle of attack of about 100 for all test .tv1ach 
numbers (fig . 15) . Such a trend is to be eJC.!.)e c ted because the 
:pi tching morr.ent is large l y a r eflection of the lift when the moment 
axis is far fOrifard of the aerodynamic center as yTaS the case in 
these te sts . However the slight non.rectilineari ty in the moment 
curves for the angle-of-attack range from 00 to 100 in combination 
wi th the strai g..l1.t CI~ versus a, curves indicates a small rearward 
shift in the aerodyne.mic center 1"1'i th increasing angle of attack. At 
ver y large angles of attack the pitching-moment curves , again show 
changes reflecting those found for the lift variation '.07i th angle 
of attack; rectilinearity of the cv.rves extends over a progressively 
larger angle~f-attack range from a Mach nvmber of 0 .95 to a Mach 
number of 1.10. A c ose inspection of figure 15(a) shows that 
the over-all steepness of the pitching-moment curves increases with 
Mach number particularly at Mach numbers above 0.90 . 'llhis, of course, 
corresponds to a rearward shift of the aerodynamic center for zero 
angle of attack with increasing Mach number. 
In figure 16 it is seen that, in general, the change in hinge -
moment coeffiCient with change in angle of attack is practically 
zero for the first 50 of angle of attack. 'At high angles of attack 
the hinge- moment coefficient becomes strongly negative indicating a 
strong tendency of the f l ap to float with the relative wind. This 
negativ0 floating tendency is n~gnified by increasing Mach number 
and extends dOvm to lower angles of attack with increasing Mach 
number. 
The sUJllIlJB.ry curves of lift effectiveness for the high dive 
runs ( f i g . 17) show t~~t the lift curve slope dCL/do, is essentially 
invariant wi th Mach number up to a Mach number of at least 1.05 . 
The de.ta from . 'the level-flight runs indicate some rise in lift 
curve s l ope as the Mach nUi.tlber increased to o. eo but very J.i ttle 
further ri se in lift curve s lope above M = O. CO . In general) the 
values :Cor lift curve slope shown by figUre 17 agree well with ' values 
f ound for similar yTing :9lan forms tested at lov Mach numbers' in 
various uind tw..nels . '::he foregoing resv~ts indicate that .· any 
i ncrease in lift curve slope due to Prandtl -Glauert effect is small 
in t he present tests. The rel ative effectiveness of the flap 
do-/da i s seen to have a relatively low value (0 . 32) at the 10w'e3t 
Mach number tested antl thi s low' value is further reduced 1)y nea.rly 
one-half when a Mach number of 1. 00 is reached. Simjl arly,the flap 
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lift effectiv'eness dCrja.o is reduced by about 40 percent from an 
initial 1m,! value (0 .0165 ) at M = 0 .55 . It is not yet lmown how 
sealing the flap gap wEl affect the f lap lift characteristics. In 
cop.nection with flap e ,~ fectiveness it should be remembered that in 
the present tests the flap angles were measured in a ~lane ' 
perpendicular to the hinge line, ",hereas the angleS" of a ttack \'lere 
measured in a plane parallel to the "Tind direction; this convention 
partly accounts for the 1m., values of flap effectiveness measured 
for the mveptback mode l as compared with corresp oncUng values for an 
unswept airfoil. 'I'he values of lift curve slope shown in f i €:,'1lre 17 
are uncorrected for the effects of model flexibility . 
A ground calibration was made to determine the stiffness of 
the model ·and the location of its zero twist line. This calibration 
showed that the line along which lift l oads cause.d no change in 
angle of attack due either to twist or t o l ateral deflection was 
located an appreciable distance ahead of the measured aerodynamic 
center s o that lift force s caused the outboard' portion of the airfoil 
model to twist in the (iirection that reduced the lift load thereon. 
This phenomeron res1llted in a decrease of "lif t curve slope that 
depended on air densl ty as \'Tell as Mach nur,ber. · It is estimated 
that the value of lift curve slope ,presented for the high dive runs 
is reduced by 1. 5 percent and that for the level- f light runs is 
reduced by 3.4 percent at a Mach number of 0 . 85 as a r esult of 
model flexi1'Jili ty. 
Regarding the Reynolds number effects indicated by fi gure 17, 
it appears tha t the lift cUJ:'Ye slope experiences a small decrease 
wi th increasing Reynolds nuniDel~ . For example, at a Mach number of 0. 85 , 
increasing the Reynolds number .. f r om 650 , 000 to 1, 270,000 decreased 
the l ift curve slope about 4 percent . As pointed out previously, 
however, model flexibility was re sponsible f or about 2 percent of 
'this to'tal difference ' i n lift curve slope at M = 0 . 85 so that only 
the reinaining 2-percent change in lif:b curve slope is attributable 
to Reynolds numbGr effects . It is no'teworthy that wi thin the 
accuracy of the measurements the re was no 'effect of Reynolds number 
on the flap effectiveness dCL/dB over the Re~101ds number range 
tested. In the case of r elative effect ivene ss of the flap da/d~ 
it appears the effect of Reynolds number decreases with increasing 
Mach nUlJlber . 
The summary of pitching-moment characteristics (fj.g . 18) shows 
that beginning at a Mach number of 0 . 90, the rate of change of 
pitching-moment coefficient ·with angle of atta ck (dCM! da) increases 
sueadily to a Mach number of 1.05 ; the resUlting aerodynamic center 
move s rearvrard s'teaQ.ily from ,17 percent of the mean aerodynamic 
chord at a Mach nmJilier Qf 0 . 90 to 33 percent of the mean aer odynamic 
chord at a Maoh number of 1. 10 . The small random variations of 
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aerod.ynamic center location shown at Mach nu..rnbers. below 0.90 are 
believed to be due partly to experimental error . . In connection 
,-I'i th the seemingly far fOri-Tara. position of the aerodyna.Il1.ic center 
at the lower speeds as i~~icated by these tests, ~~ attempt was 
made to determine analytically the effect on aerodyp~mic center 
location of the vertical velocity gradient above the wing door. 
It was found that the measured aerodynamic centers are probably on 
the order of 1 percent mean aerodynamic chord farther forward 
than they would be if the model ,·rere tested in a uIuform flow field 
{d.isregarding secondary effects). Lealcage of air tllrough the 
relatively large flap gap D~y have contributed to the forward 
11 . 
posi tion of thE) aerodynamic center at l ow speeds. The center of 
pressure due to flap deflection, disregarding the apparent random: 
scatter, moves rearward gradually from 65-percent mean aerodynamic':' . 
chord at M = 0.55 to 85~percent mean aerodynamic chord at 
M = 1.05. . 
The surmna.ry of pitching-moment chara.cteristics shown in figure IB 
also indicates some definite effect of Reynolds number on the pitching 
moment due to angle of attack at low Mach numbers. 'I'he pi tehing . 
m9ment due to f la:.I? deflection, on the other hand, is practically 
unaffected' by the change in Reynolds number allowing 'for experimental 
erro~ in' the data for the l Ovror speeds tested. 
The rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient vTi th flap 
deflection, sho"'\offi in 'figure 19, increases :n..egati vely with increasing 
.Mach number. I t is seen tha t .the control-centering tendency dCR/do 
h~s a 'logical low-speed value of -0 . 00B7 per degree at M = 0.55 
that dou.bles in going ·to M = 1.05. Because of the ~xcellent agreement 
betvroen the data from the high-dive and leYel-flight runs, it is . 
apparent ·that the large change in Reynolds number had no effect on 
the flap hinge-moment characteristics up t o the highest Mach number 
for which comp8.rabl~ data 1-rare obtained (H = 0 .90). 
On the basis of the foregoing data, it is concluded that, for the 
Mach number range from 0.65 t o 0.90, a change in Reynolds number 
from roughly 600 , 000 to 1,200,000 ca~ses possibly a few percent 
change in tlill airfoil lift curve slope and aerodynamic. center 
location and no perceptible change in the flap-lift, pitchiIIg-
moment, or hinge -moment characteristics for the model tested.. The se 
results are of ,great intere3t in vie,. of the results obtained by 
Ackeret and by Liepmann as reported in references 2 8J.1d 3, respectively. 
Both Ackeret and Liep~~ found ~~at in a Reynolds number range 
similar to that covered by the 1-ling-flow tests the ma.nne:r of shock 
formation and attend~~t pressure distribution for two-dimensional 
transonic flow were highly dependent on the Reynolds number as it 
affected the condition of the boundary layer . From these facts it 
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" . 
might be supposed that the stability arid control parameters of a 
finite -span airfoil (more · es~Gc ially the flap parmaeters) would also 
be affec ted considerably at the higher angles of att ack by change in 
Reynolds number ,vi thin the Reynolds number and Mach number ranges 
covered by the present tests. Such a ~upposition was not borne out 
by the present tests., however. 
APPLICATION OF RESULTS TO ASSUMED TRANSONIC AIRPLANE 
In order to gain an idea of the s tability and control character -
istics of a full -scale transonic flying-wing airplane, the mode l data . 
were applied to an assumed flying -wing airplane geometricall y 
similar to the moclel and possessing the characteristics listed 
belm.,. Model data f rom the lovel-flight runs were used up to' a 
Mach number of 0 .90 and ·mode l data fl~om the high -dive runs were 
used f r om M = 0.95 to M = 1.10, inclusive . 
\Hng area, squar e feet . 
Gross weight;· pounds 
lVing l oading , : 'pounds per foot2 
Span, feet .> . . . . . . 
.Me.an aer odynaruic chord , feet . 
Elevat.or span . a l on g hinge ,£, feet 
Elevator root -mean-square chord pe.rpendicular t o 
Total .stick travel, inches. . . " 
Up -el~vator travel, degrees 
Dmm-elevator t ravel , degrees 
Ce!,lter-of -gravity position) percent M.A.C. · 
hinge 
. . .. 
. .. 
.. '200 · 
15,000 
. . • 75 
, ... . . 24,:64 . 
. 8.24 · 
29 .62 
~ feet .. 1. 673 
. .. 18 
30. 
. 10 
14·· 
It "TaS assumed_ that all the aerodynamic parameters were rectilinear 
and had the values indicated by the model d~ta for a. = 0 and 0 = 0 
over the angl e -of -attack and flap -de fIe c'tion- ranges reqUired to 
maintain level flight at all speeds up to a Mach number of 1.10 . The 
eff ect of flap deflecti on on the total lift was taken into account. 
An altitude of 30,000 feet was assumed . 
Resul ts of the calcll1ations for lorigi tudinal characteristics 
in steady level flight are, shovm in figure 20 . The top 'curve presents 
the airplane lift coefficient requ ' red to 'maintain level flight. 
'rhe se cond p l ot gives the correspond ing angles of attack and flap 
deflections required for t rim . Neglecting the damping moment due 
to pitching velocity, vThich is small fOT an a irplane of this t ype) . 
these curves also give the elevator angle per g and the angle of 
attack per g in steady curvilinear flight so long as the airfoil 
and f l ap -lift and pitching -moment characteristics remain rectilinear. 
The third plot show's the stick force requtred t o maintain level 
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flight. Unlike the elevator angle curve, the stick-force curve 
cannot be construed to give the stick force per S in curvilinear 
flight bocause the model data indicate the nonrectilinear ne gative 
floating tendency bO Bi.na to affect appreciably the stick-force 
characteristic s at angles of attack above those required for level 
flight. In the oalc1)~ations shovm the parameter dCH/cia was assumed 
to be zero. 
On the basis of figure 20 it appears that such a transonic 
airplane will experience the familiar divine; tendency · Cl.t high Mach 
IlllIDbers that results ft'om t he large rearward shift in aer odynamic 
center (increase in static margin) due to compre ssibility phenomena . 
However, through the use of 350 of sweepba.cl: the tendency is del ayed 
at least until a Mach numbe r of 0.90 is re ached . It is interesting 
to note the tremondous stick forces that would be required to fly 
such an aiYJllane to a Mach number of 1.10. These stick forces 
might be reduced by many diffe:rent methods. Some of these methods 
include the elimination of the less effective portions of the 
elevators, the use of a control booster, and the use of aerodynamic 
bal ance on the flap . 
From the foregoing estimati ons it appears that , provid.ed some 
method is used t o cope ,fi th the tremendous stic;~ forces that '''ill be 
involved , there should be little difficulty from the standp.oint of 
l ongi tudj.nal trill and stability characteristics in flying a 350 
s,,,eptback flying-vling airplane to a Mach number of at least 1.10. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Wing-flow tests beti"een Mach numbers of 0 .55 and 1.10 of a 350 
sweptback 65 -009 airfoil model of aspect ratio 3 .04 with a ~-chord 
full-span unsealed plain f lap indicated the f ollOi·ring conclusions : 
1 : The variations of l ift and pitching moment with e ither angle 
of attack or flap defleGtion and the variation of hinge Inoment "lith 
flap deflection ,·rere approximately rectilinear at all Mach munbers 
tested for moderate angles of attacl< and flap deflections . 
2 . The lift curve slope increased slightly with increasing 
Mach number up to a Mach nUL,ber of o.80j above a Mach nmnber of 0. 80 
there vTaS no appreciable change in lift curV'e slope . 
3· The me.ximum lift coefficient and the angle of attack for 
maximmn lift coeff icient increased markedly above a Hach number 
of 0.95. 
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4. The aerod;) namic center ,.]'a s a t approximate l y 17 percent of the 
mean aerodynarr'li c chord balm·, a Ma ch numbey, of 0 . 90 j incr easing t he 
Mach numbe r to 1.10 caused a gradual r e arward movement of the aero -
dynamic center to 33 percent of t he me an aerod.yn8Itlic chord. 
5. Flap effectivene ss dCL / d5 was reduced. L~O percent by 
i ncreasing t he Mach number from 0. 55 yO 1. QO; be t ween 1'-1::: 1. 00 
and M ::: 1.10 the f l ap offect1vene s s r emained con stant. 
6 . Flap relative effectiveness do,/dD decrea se d by about 
50 percent Detl,men M = 0 . 55 and 1Vi = 1.00; further increase in 
speed to !VI = 1 . 10 caused a ver y slight recov'ery in relative 
effectiveness . 
7 . The center of pressure due to flap deflection moved r e arward 
gradually from 65-percent me an aerodynamic chord. at M = 0 . 55 to 
85-percent mean ae roo.ynamic chord a t M = 1. 05 . 
8. The flap -f loatin g tendency dCll/do, was zero for small angles 
of a ttack re gardless of IVlach nt1lnber; at l a r ge angles of attack the 
f lap had a large negative f loating tendency t hat , .JaB magnified by 
i ncreasing Mach number. 
9 . The fla.p -X'estoring tendency . dCll / do changed ' from -0.009 
t o -0 . 017 per degree when the Mach number increased from 0. 55 to 1.05. 
10. Increasing the Reynolds number from roughly 600)000 to 1)200)000 
i n the Mach number range f r om 0 . 65 t o 0.90 caused possibl y a few 
percent decr ease in t he lift curve s l ope, a sli~lt forward shi f t in 
aer Odynamic-center l ocati on ) and n o change in t he f lap-lift) pi tohing -
moment) or hinge -moment characteri stics. 
Langley Memorial Aer onautica l Laboratory 
NaMona l Adv;i. sory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field , Va . 
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Figure 1. - View of 350 sweptback 65-009 airfoil with l-chord plain flap mounted on -right wing 
4 
of P-51D airplane. Rectangular vane on right used for measuring angle of attack. 
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Figure 2.- Typical variations of local Mach number near the wing surface with chordwise distance 
along the wing surfnce for various airplane Mach numbers and. lift coefficients as measured 
with model removed. Model location indicated by sketch. 
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Figure 3. - View of rake used to measure velocity gradient above wing surface. 
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Figure 4.- Typical variation. ot looal I18.ch number with vertical distance above wing surfaoe as 
measured at ohordlfiae station AJ,. with model removed. These m.lurements made on left wing 
whioh had same oontour as right wing. 
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Figure 9.- Variation of lift coefficient with flap deflection from level flight 
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Figure 10.- Variation of pitching moment coefficient with flap deflection from 
high dive runs. NACA 65-009 airfoil, A. 3.04, A -35°, or/c • 0 .25, 
gap unsealed. Moment ooefficient given about a~is located 16 percent MAC 
ahead of leading edge of MAC. 
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Figure 11.- Variation of pitching moment ooefficient with f lap deflection from 
level flight runs. NACA 65-<l09 airfoil, A:: 3.04, A· 350 , cflc = 0.25, 
gap unsealed. Moment coefficient given about axis located 16 percent MAC 
ahead of leading edge of MAC. 
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Figure 12 .- Variation of hinge momen coefficient with ]ap deflection from high 
dive runs . NAr.A 65- 009 airfoil, A = ) . 04, J\ = 350, cf/c = 0.25 , gap 
unsealed . Note shift i n zero oroj'lstc for different angles of attack . 
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Figure l3.~ Variation of hinge moment coeffioient with flap defleotion from level 
flight runs. NACA 65-009 airfoil, A = 3.04, A: 360 , 0f/o. 0.25, gap 
unsealed. Note shift in terO ordinate for different angles of attaok. 
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Figure 14.- Variati on of lift ooefficient with angle of attaok. NACA 65-Q09 airfoil. A -= 3.04. 
A = 35°, 0r/o. 0.26, gap unsealed, 8 e = 0°. Note shift in zero absoissa for different 
Maoh numbers. 
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Fi gure 15.- Variation of pitching moment coefficient with angle of attack. 
NAeA 65-<)09 airfoil, A s 3.04, A. 350 • 0fjc. 0.25, gap unsealed • 
.5 e s 0°. Moment ooefficient given about axis located 16 percent MAC 
ahead of leading edge of MAC. Note shift in zero ordinate for different 
Mach numbers. 
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(b) Level flight runB. 
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(a) High dive runs • 
Figure 16.- Variation of hinge moment coeffioient with angle of attaok. 
6~09 airloil. A = 3.04. A. 350. of Ie • 0.25. gap UD.8ea1ed. 
Note shirt in zero ordinate for different Maoh numbers. 
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Figure 17.- Variation of airfoil and flap lift effectiveness with Maoh 
numrer. NACA 66-009 airfoil, A = 3.04, A= 350 , ofic = 0.25, 
OC ::::: 0 0 , 8. 0 0 • 
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Figure 18.- Variation of airfoil and flap pitohing moment charaoteristics 
wi th Maeh number. NACA 65-009 airfoil, A;: 3.04, J\. . 350 , ef/o : 0.25, 
d- ~ 0 0 , 8 == 0 0 • Pitchi ng moments measured about axis located 16 percent 
MAC forward of leading edge of MAC. 
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Figure 19.- Hinge moment ooeffioient per degree flap defleotion versus 
lfach number. NACA 65-009, A = 3.04, .1\.._ 35°, 0f/c· 0.25, cL-;::::::-Oo. 
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Figure 20.- Longitudinal trim characterist ics of assumed 350 sweptback 
flying wing airplane in level flight at 30,000 feet altitude based 
on model data. W = 15,000 lbs, S = 200 sq. ft. Center of gravity 
at 14 percent mean aerodynamic chord. 
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